EXPERIMENTS   IN   OPPOSITION
peculiar piquancy to many of Mr. Johnston's dicta on the
back-bench members of the period 1929—31. Several of those
whom he picked out as promising have amply confirmed his
shrewd estimates. He laid stress on Eden's good fortune; he
had got through his apprenticeship while still very young,
and he belonged to the gilded youth. * He is highly polished,
has the bearing and manner of an aristocrat that gives him
distinction in a House where the aristocrat is so much rarer
than in Parliaments of the past.' Eden contrasted well against
a background of forceful business men, dull trade union
secretaries, intellectual Labourists and aggressive proletarians.
But Eden was an exceptional aristocrat, * for there are aris-
tocrats in the House who do not speak in the style expected
from their class.* Although Eden had a fashionable air there
was none of the indifference or indolence that often goes with
it. * He is intensely interested in politics, takes his parliamen-
tary duties most seriously, devotes much study to political
questions, and spares no labour to make himself efficient.'
The principal impression he conveyed to James Johnston
was that of competence. * He has done what only a few poli-
ticians take the trouble to do—he has trained his mind, and
then he has set himself to master whatever subject he has
desired to discuss. He does not create the impression of hav-
ing raked together knowledge for some immediate debating
purpose. He makes one feel that he has a previous familiarity
with the subject. He thinks for himself and has a measure of
intellectual independence/
Finally Johnston notes that style is not just a physical or
social attribute in Eden. In a Parliament where formlessness
was ' a grievous fault * and among members who seemed to
consider that * shapeliness of build, balance of parts, grace
of phrasing are all mere luxuries which modern purposeful
speech cannot afford', Eden's speeches stood out as being
carefully constructed and strongly marked out by those
qualities * which may all be included under the rhetorical
virtue of gracefulness *. So there was a perfect correspondence
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